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Imagine an office building housing four companies (one on
each floor), all leasing space from the building’s owner.
Because the leasers are separate organizations, the owner
decides that each company must install their own electrical
power grid that cannot be shared with the other tenants.

They

all comply and install multiple power cables, generators, and
switches without collaborating on a single master plan.
end, each floor has electricity.

In the

Nevertheless, the individual

projects took much longer and expended four times the resources
compared to collaborating on a single plan and generating all
the building’s power from one source.
As far-fetched as this analogy seems, the Department of
Defense (DoD) operates in a similar manner in the
telecommunications realm.

Although intuition would dictate the

development of a single infrastructure that meets all tenants’
needs, this is not occurring at Joint-use bases in the Central
Command’s (CENTCOM’s) area of responsibility (AOR). 1

Without a

single engineering organization transcending Service priorities
and integrating requirements for the base’s multiple tenants,
each branch creates its own telecommunications infrastructure,
negating any of their neighbors’ plans or resources.

As CENTCOM

consolidates its bases into fewer, but larger, Joint
1. A Joint-use base is a DoD installation with more than one military
branch or Service operating out of it.
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installations, the current paradigm of creating single-Service
infrastructure grows more inefficient and expensive.

A

centralized DoD-level engineer is needed to coordinate and
develop telecommunications infrastructure at CENTCOM’s Joint-use
fixed-bases to reduce costs, streamline planning, and facilitate
standardization. 2
Definitions
Clear terminology is needed before exploring this issue
further.

When discussing telecommunications infrastructure, the

phrases “Command, Control, Computers, and Communications” (C4)
infrastructure and “Outside Plant” (OSP) will be used
synonymously.

Both refer to fiber optic and copper cabling (or

“pipes”) that carry voice and data signals.

They run from end-

user buildings (EUBs) to a main distribution frame (usually
associated with a telephone switch or network control center).
The quantity, pattern, and structure of these physical pathways
are designed by the base’s Systems Telecommunication Engineer
Manager (STEM - Air Force term) or Director of Information

2. For illustration purposes, two Air Force bases servicing CENTCOM
Joint forces are explored throughout this paper – Joint Base Balad (JBB),
Iraq, and Al Udeid Air Base (AUAB), Southwest Asia. These firmly established
fixed bases are the clearest Joint-use examples in the AOR. On each base,
individual Services maintain their own enclaves and fiber optic cabling with
minimally combined infrastructure. If the proposed integration methods are
successful at JBB and AUAB, the proof of concept would easily be transferable
to other Joint bases around the world.
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Management (DOIM – Army term). 3

STEMs focus on engineering and

funding projects only for their specific branch, however. 4

To

align the different Service architectures on a Joint base, the
proposed Joint STEM (J-STEM) integrates a DoD-level engineering
plan to be employed by all Services. 5

The advantages of this new

J-STEM will be outlined using these definitions.
Integration Precedents
Before examining the advantages of integrating OSP
planning, the authority to centralize these plans must be
justified.

Infrastructure is unique in the C4 world as its

installation, operations, and maintenance (IOM) is referred to
as a “utility,” much like plumbing or electricity.

OSP focuses

on the structure of the information “pipes” rather than the
actual information flowing through them. 6

This “utility” aspect

of OSP forces greater integration with civil works personnel and

3. This is an oversimplification of the engineering process. There is
a support structure of program and project managers, C4 planners, and local
technicians, engineers, and installers who all help create the needed
infrastructure. Nevertheless, the STEM/DOIM has the final say.
4. The term “STEM” will be used for all Services and referred to
throughout this paper as a “he” for simplicity.
5. Although there is currently a Joint STEM (STEM-J), his mission is
tied to engineering the combatant commander’s headquarters and is rather
limited in his influence. Jon Johle, USAF STEM-B, “RE: Research Questions,”
29 September 2008, personal email (29 September 2008).
6. It is interesting to note Joint Publication 6-0: Joint
Communications mentions nothing of OSP infrastructure. Not only has this
given the author latitude to propose the J-STEM construct, it also emphasizes
how much more guidance can be found in the “utility” military functions
rather than standard C4 operations.
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establishes both operational and legal precedents for
centralization.
Operational Precedent
The first precedent is found in the closely-related
logistics community.

Currently, Joint bases operate a “lead

agency” model, 7 calling for a single Service - usually the one
with the preponderance of forces at the location - to fund and
allocate all utilities to the base populace. 8

For OSP, the lead

agency is known as the COMM-I (Communications Integrator) and is
typically funded to supply connectivity to all military,
civilian, and contractor users of base telecommunication
functions, regardless of Service.

In reality, however, the

Service providing funding will often rank their leadership’s
priorities above sister-Service requests. 9

Because of this,

Joint doctrine has been developed in the logistics realm (which
includes civil works), emphasizing the need to consolidate
7. Lt Col Michael Saunders (USAF), “Disjointed Combat Support in Joint
Force Operations” (Air Command and Staff College Term Paper, Air University,
2005), 14.
8. Also known as BOS-I (Base Operating Support Integration). For
example, in June 2008, the Air Force became the BOS-I for Joint Base Balad.
As 1st Lt Lisa Spilinek (USAF) wrote, “With the changeover, the base's
support functions, to include food Service, lodging, vehicle operations, base
upkeep and construction projects, as well as base defense, will now be the
responsibility of Air Force units rather than Army units for the more than
30,000 Servicemembers, civil servants, contractors and third country
nationals who live on the base.” Although the Air Force became the BOS-I,
COMM-I functions did not change over. Lisa Spilinek, “Renamed U.S. Military
Base in Iraq Reflects Joint Status,” Air Force Print News Today, 17 June
2008, <http://www.af.mil/news/story_print.asp?id=123103084> (18 November
2008).
9. Saunders, 6.
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CENTCOM utilities. 10

As other Joint communities integrate, the

door opens wider for OSP planning that is truly Joint as well.
Legal Precedent
Additionally, federal law also supports telecommunications
planning consolidation.

In CENTCOM, Joint bases evolved from

single-Service operations, providing their own IOM to the base’s
C4 infrastructure.

This structure remains because OSP is

thought to be a “Service-specific activity” – a mission inherent
to a Service to supply their specific forces as defined by Title
10 of the US Code. 11

With these bases becoming Joint, this

notion goes against public law – implicitly Title 10 and
explicitly the DoD Reorganization Act of 1958 (Public Law 85599).
Specifically speaking to this case of Service redundancy,
Public Law 85-599 offers the Secretary of Defense the ability to
consolidate “Service activity common to more than one military
department by a single agency.” 12

As a result, several agencies

10. U.S. Department of Defense, Joint Publication 4-07: Joint Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures Common-User Logistics During Joint Operations,
(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 11 June 2001), I-2.
11. U.S. Code, Title 10 – Armed Forces (Washington, D.C.:
Chapters 303, 503, and 803.

GPO, 2007),

12. It states, “Whenever the Secretary of Defense determines it will be
advantageous to the Government in terms of effectiveness, economy, or
efficiency, he shall provide for the carrying out of any supply or service
activity common to more than one military department by a single agency or
such other organizational entities as he deems appropriate.” U.S. Public
Law, 85-599 – Defense Reorganization Act (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1958),
Section 3.
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were created to increase in-garrison efficiencies, including the
Defense Information Services Agency (DISA). 13

DISA pushes all

military information services to a base and does not engage in
any infrastructure taking the information to EUBs. 14

This agency

is, however, the best positioned notionally and legally to
direct centralized C4 planning. 15 The intent of Public Law 85-599
is to consolidate “activities that are common among
Services...if there is a cost, efficiency or effectiveness
savings.” 16

As discussed further, DISA’s J-STEM will accomplish

all three of these requirements by providing unity of effort in
support of CENTCOM’s combatant commander (COCOM).

13. According to Lt Col Sam Arwood (USAF), “DISA was originally
established as the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) in 1960, by Secretary
of Defense Thomas Gates; its mission was to consolidate the independent
longhaul communications functions of the Army, Navy, and Air Force. In 1991
DCA became DISA to reflect its role in providing information Systems
Management for the DoD.” Lt Col Sam Arwood, “Cyberspace as a Theater of
Conflict: Federal Law, National Strategy, and the Department of Defense and
Homeland Security” (Graduate Research Project, Air Force Institute of
Technology, 2007), 20.
14. Johle.
15. “...DISA’s day-to-day operations directly support/impact the
COCOMs missions with immediate implications. For this reason, Defense
agencies may end up in a supporting role to a COCOM. Being a DoD agency (of
the type created under the authority of the 1958 DoD Reorganization Act) in a
supporting role to a COCOM also means, that the support provided is not of a
combatant nature – it can’t be, because Federal Law directed the Secretary of
Defense to ‘roll up’ only support activities in an effort to reduce funding,
not combat activities.” Arwood, 20.
16. Arwood, 13.
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Integration Roadblocks
Even with so much written guidance to combine
infrastructure, CENTCOM has not done so for several reasons.
Foremost is the urgency of the COCOM’s requirements.

Title 10

states the combatant commander has authority to “organiz[e]
commands and forces within that command necessary to carry out
missions assigned to the command.” 17

In the past, this has

translated to leveraging the most convenient Service with the
greatest expertise to accomplish the mission quickly (hence
“lead agency”).

Supporting this mindset, the majority of

CENTCOM bases were neither opened Jointly, nor were they meant
as permanent fixed bases. 18

In many cases, each Service arrived

at a location and organically established redundant
infrastructure needed for their specific mission only.

Urgency

outweighed any cost concerns.
With CENTCOM’s fixed bases now in a stabilized rhythm, two
forces ensure continued segregation – installation cost and IOM
ownership.

Funding plays the largest role in architecture

development, as the Service designated COMM-I is required to
fund all communications projects.

Once the Service’s priorities

17. U.S. Code Title 10, Chapter 6, Section 164 (c)(C).
18. Lt Col William D. Trautmann, Jr. (USAF), “Designing Bare Base
Systems for Logistics Efficiency in the Joint Operational Environment,” (Air
Command and Staff College Term Paper, Air University, 2006), 3.
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are funded and installed, IOM ownership – the burden of all
“lead agencies” – diminishes Jointness even further.

If, for

example, Army cable installers placed the fiber that an Air
Force member uses, uncertainty reigns as to which Service
responds to an outage and how much of a priority is placed on
it.

Air Force customers connected only by Air Force fiber is a

more simple architecture to prioritize, control, and maintain
(even if Army-installed fiber is running through the building as
well).

With a J-STEM in place, uncertainty in cost and IOM

ownership will be reduced.
J-STEM Reduces Costs
The most prominent advantage of a J-STEM office is cost
reduction, the basis for Public Law 85-599. 19

In CENTCOM, the

COMM-I must fund all projects; yet, all OSP funding requests, no
matter the Service, are paid via DoD’s Global War on Terrorism
(GWOT) funds.

This extensive funding category has allowed rapid

completion of expensive projects to fulfill the COCOM’s
requirements.

For example, to support air combat missions at Al

Udeid Air Base (AUAB) in Southwest Asia, 74,962 feet of fiber

19. Service-specific spending is so institutionalized that the DoD
mandated acquisition programs to reorient in order “to reallocate resources
among previously stove-piped programs, to deliver needed capabilities to the
Joint force more rapidly and effectively.” U.S. Department of Defense,
Quadrennial Defense Review (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Secretary of
Defense, 6 February 2006), 68.
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and copper cabling were installed in just sixteen weeks. 20

This

same project would have taken several years and multiple funding
cycles if it were executed within established continental US
(CONUS) bases.

Despite the responsiveness of GWOT money,

funding will cease to exist in its current form by Fiscal Year
(FY) 2010. 21

The battle-rhythm for Joint bases is steady, and,

for the first time, Services must now treat their AOR bases like
CONUS ones, allocating their own – significantly smaller – funds
toward infrastructure support. 22
The J-STEM, employing centralized engineering and
standardization will lessen the budgetary demands that the
Services must now take up.

At AUAB, the cost of OSP cabling in

a 17-acre area (less than one percent of the 8,000 acre complex)
is estimated at approximately $2 million. 23

With the material

cost of approximately $7 per foot for a single fiber strand, it
is exorbitant to maintain superfluous miles of multiple strands
simply because another Service installed the initial run.
Ultimately, the COCOM suffers as existing practices quickly
deplete Service funding.

To maintain effectiveness, the J-STEM

20. 379th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs Office, “AEF 3/4 Wrap
Up & Significant Accomplishments,” 379th Air Expeditionary Wing, September
2008, <http://www.379aew.afcent.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-080828011.pdf> (17 December 2008).
21. Johle.
22. Johle.
23. Author’s experience as the 379th Expeditionary Communications
Squadron (ECS) AUAB Northeast Ramp Outside Plant Project Manager.
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will synergize the multiple funding requests by viewing the base
as a whole.

Although Services will continue to pay for their

installations, the J-STEM will strengthen their fiscal integrity
while still maintaining the responsiveness needed by the COCOM.
J-STEM Streamlines Planning
The key enabler to cost reduction (and second advantage of
a J-STEM) is streamlined planning, gained through centralized
engineering.

Centralized engineering typifies the mantra,

“centralized control, decentralized execution.” 24

Using the J-

STEM, DISA would expend neither time nor energy to become COMMI.

Rather, DISA would simply provide a structure and an

endstate, with the J-STEM giving guidance and issuing final
engineering decisions to the local project managers responsible
for each portion, no matter their Service.
Current examples of CENTCOM Joint OSP collaboration
illustrate the advantages of a J-STEM.

Personality-driven, ad-

hoc practices were common in both the 2006 installation of the
Army-funded Joint fiber ring at Joint Base Balad (JBB), Iraq,
and the movement planning of Army operations from Camp As
24. Centralized Control/Decentralized Execution is a fundamental tenant
in most maneuver warfare-based militaries. The US Air Force’s Air and Space
Power Course states, “In order to effectively integrate the theater-wide
capabilities of air and space forces, they should be centrally controlled by
an airman to achieve advantageous synergistic effects...[while also]
decentralized to achieve effective spans of control and to foster initiative,
responsiveness, and tactical flexibility.” U.S. Air Force College of
Aerospace Doctrine, Research and Education. “Centralized Control,
Decentralized Command.” Air and Space Power Course, <http://www.iwar.
org.uk/ military/resources/aspc/text/tenet/ccde.htm> (27 November 2008).
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Sayliyah (CAS), Qatar, to the Air Force-managed AUAB in 2008.
In each case, representatives gathered requirements from the
base C4 users and decided upon an infrastructure that could mesh
into the existing Air Force network. 25

When a disagreement

occurred in these informal Functional Working Groups (FWGs),
each Service’s STEM would rely upon personal charisma to
painstakingly sort through the issues until both parties reached
a solution. 26

Without a formalized plan or centralized authority

regulating the meetings, the negotiations were lengthy and
unpredictable.
A J-STEM would easily accelerate the integration process.
After a formalized FWG submits unique C4 requirements for each
base organization, the J-STEM would develop a master
telecommunications engineering plan. 27

This master plan would

provide direction to STEMs to plan their engineering, facilitate
the assignment of OSP IOM responsibilities, and maintain unity
of effort for the base C4 engineers.
Once the Service representatives agree upon an engineering
plan and installation begins, the FWG would meet frequently to

25. Johle.
26. Author’s experiences as the 332d ECS Air Force-Army C4 Integration
Project Manager (JBB) and 379th ECS Backbone Cabling Project Manager (AUAB).
27. The master plan would be similar to the Joint civil works’ “General
Plan,” illustrating all major future projects several years before they are
completed. The initial information would derive from the current Air Force
Communications Mission Data Set (CMDS) and C4ISR Infrastructure Planning
System (CIPS), with the data expanded to include all units on base.
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share information regarding project progress.

Again, taking a

precedent from the civil works arena, these Joint
telecommunications working groups would ensure (at a minimum)
deconfliction and provide opportunities for resource
integration. 28

By generating a Joint master plan while

leveraging existing capacity via information sharing, DoD-level
engineers can give focused structure to C4 planning and reduce
costs by minimizing redundant efforts.
J-STEM Facilitates Standardization
The final efficiency gained in appointing a J-STEM is
commonality of both cable installation and cable records.

With

a master plan in hand, a uniform execution of the plan must be
enforced to establish a truly Joint architecture. 29

Of note,

while the J-STEM does provide guidance, he does not provide the
standard.

Rather, the office ensures OSP standards are

consistent across CENTCOM.

This level of standardization

encourages future conservation of resources by leveraging
cabling already installed.
The first step, standardizing installation, should be
facilitated by the J-STEM office.

For example, radical

differences exist in installation methods between the Army and
28. Base Contracting officials and Civil Engineers use dig-permit and
construction update meetings to share information across a broad spectrum of
functions and stakeholders.
29. Trautmann, 21.
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Air Force. 30

IOM operations waste valuable resources in

correcting (or simply bypassing) another Service’s node because
of differing methods.

Rather than developing and training to

differing criteria, the DoD as a whole should look to the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Bicsi,
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and other industry
bodies who lead OSP innovation and regulate commercial
standards. 31

The J-STEM, as the higher authority, ensures

Services maintain the same commercial installation standards.
With installations standardized, consistent documentation
must also be used.

During the initial construction of CENTCOM

bases, the mission called for hasty (or “expeditionary”)
installations, with little time to document.

Although CENTCOM’s

fixed-base missions have stabilized to the point of allowing
concurrent recording of new installations, time and resources
are exhausted troubleshooting older, mis-documented pipes and

30. During the 2006 JBB partial-integration of Army and Air Force
communications infrastructure, the differing standards between the Services
were quickly identified. Unlike the Air Force, Army CONUS fixed-base OSP was
handed over to civilians in the late 1990's. With the Army’s military
experience limited to “tactical” (i.e., temporary) infrastructure, the
meticulousness and order often seen in fixed-base records and installations
did not exist in their sectors. This caused numerous delays as the Army was
forced to retest and reinstall their nodes to meet the perceived “higher” Air
Force standard. Author’s experiences as the 332d ECS Air Force-Army C4
Integration Project Manager (JBB).
31. This is not to say tactical OSP does not require unique militaryspecified standards. Fixed-base requirements do not, however, differ much
from the corporate world.
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installing unnecessary cabling. 32

Additionally, lethal hazards

still exist from years of undocumented OSP wiring in the
ground. 33

To mitigate this avoidable waste, the J-STEM, as the

DISA representative working with Service STEMs and COCOM
planners, would give structure to installation continuity while
ensuring the FWG update centralized continuity.
Conclusion
CENTCOM Joint bases can no longer afford to develop
Service-specific C4 infrastructure.

With current GWOT-funded

spending habits, the OSP cost will be too great for COMM-I
Services to bear beyond FY 2010.

Significant efficiencies lie

in allowing DISA’s J-STEM to minimize unnecessary redundancy.
With operational precedents from Joint civil works and a legal
basis from Congress, the J-STEM reduces cost, streamlines
planning, and facilitates standardization.

Unlike the divided

leasers in the introduction, the tenants of CENTCOM Joint bases

32. Currently, even details such as cable naming conventions are in
discord across the base. In a cable label “FOCA 1000-144” indicates a fiber
optic cable, number 1000, with 144 strands installed. When an issue occurs
along the fiber, the first step in troubleshooting is to identify the cable
by its name so it can be traced to its origin. As seen at AUAB, however, one
of the larger OSP contracts was engineered with several “FOCA 1000” cables.
Without a higher authority to detail the conventions to be used, OSP IOM is
made much harder than it needs to be.
33. As Lt Col Saunders (USAF) relates, “On 24 December 2003, a soldier
from the 173d Airborne Brigade based at FOB Bayonet (Kirkuk AB) died of
injuries sustained while running a communication wire near a high voltage
power line. Apparently he was unaware that the wires he was working near
were energized. Unfortunately, the lack of coordination may have contributed
to this death as Air Force engineers were aware of the electrical
distribution system and could have isolated the line.” Saunders, 3.
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can collaborate and efficiently expand their telecommunications
infrastructure thanks to the J-STEM’s centralizing role.
Word Count: 2,086
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